Abstract. This paper introduces issues about a methodology for the design of serious games that help players/learners understand their decisionmaking process. First, we discuss the development of a video game system based on a role-switching mechanic where the player becomes the game leader of the experience. Then, we introduce game mechanics designed to induce a specific behavior, overconfidence, that helps to understand the players' decision-making processes. Finally, we describe tools for measuring the players' self-reflection regarding their judgment process.
Introduction
Serious games for decision-making play an important role in management training [1] . But their use is too often limited to the training of a specific behavior, or to learn good habits. Video games offer the possibility of teaching a more reflexive experience [2] . They can be designed as decision-driven systems [3] , tools created to help learners reflect on how they play [4] , how they interact with the system [5] ; thus, how they make a decision [6] . This paper presents issues about a game design methodology for serious games whose goal is to help learners gain a better understanding of their decision-making process, and to encourage players' reflexivity towards their own decision-making. The design is based on an asymmetrical gameplay: after the player has made a judgment task, and has taken a decision, s/he can become the "game leader"able to influence the other player. By switching roles, s/he may gain a better understanding of his/her own decision process. Our proposal to validate the mechanic's efficiency is to build a video game designed to develop and maintain an excessive confident behavior in the players' judgment, in order to promote the emergence of a reflexive stance of the player towards their decision processes. The first section of this paper introduces our model and its working conditions. The second section explains game mechanics useful for inducing overconfident behavior. These mechanics are, in effect, a translation of cognitive science principles regarding overconfidence into game variables. The third section proposes measurement tools for evaluating the game's efficiency.
2 Main issue: enlighten the player's decision-making 2.1 Switching-role mechanic and operating conditions Our main hypothesis is that a role-switching mechanic can help the players to develop a better understanding of their decision-making processes. However, we make the assumption that role-switching is not enough: the player can be good at playing but may not necessarily understand of how. To help players to be in a reflexive position about their abilities to make a decision, we introduce three conditions to support the role-switching mechanic:
-A main condition: when role-switching, the player must become the game leader of the game. In this role, s/he can use variables to impact the game experience. The game leader is the one who plays with the mechanics in order to alter the other player's judgment. S/he can achieve an optimal point of view of how the game works, and how it can alter the player's behavior. -A pre-condition: before becoming the game leader, it is necessary that the player has been in the position of taking a decision for which s/he is confident about. The confidence must be assumed even if the decision was made in an uncertain situation, and may be biased by the context of the game. Players' judgment about their decision must be unequivocal if we want to help them to understand how it can be affected. -A post-condition: after playing the game leader, it is necessary that the player is able to play his/her first role again, in order to measure the impact of the role-switching mechanic on his/her behavior. For a serious purpose, we need to help the player to achieve this state of selfreflection. His/her way to make a decision has to be easier to understand and, as a consequence, the decision mechanisms have to be underlined by the system. Our proposal is to use cognitive fallacies in order to highlight judgment processes and explain why the player decision is biased.
Heuristic judgment and decision making processes
Heuristics and biases research allows to understand more precisely human judgment under uncertainty. Confronted with a complex question, decision-makers sometimes unwittingly substitute the question with an easier one. This process, called "attribute substitution", is an example of heuristic operating [7] . A heuristic represents a shortcut in the judgment process as compared with a rational approach to decision-making. Heuristics are "rules of thumbs" -simpler and faster ways to solve a problem, based on knowledge, former experiences, skills, and cognitive abilities (similar to memory or computational ability) [8, 9] . If heuristic strategies are efficient most of the time, they can, however, occasionally lead to failure comparatively to a rational resolution of the full problem. These errors are called biases: markers of the use of a judgment heuristic. Identifying these markers allows researchers to better understand decision-making processes and reveal heuristic at work. Based on this approach, our methodology entails focusing on a single behavior in order to underline the player's decision-making processchosen specifically because it frequently manifests itself in the comportment of game players: overconfidence.
Serious game concept and context of use
Before introducing specific game mechanics, we present the key elements of a gameplay chosen to illustrate the use of our methodology. The game is played by two players on two different computers. Players cannot see each other and cannot communicate directly, but they are aware of each other presence and role in the game. They play a narrative adventure game which apparent goal is to solve a sequence of criminal cases. Each player has a specific role. One of the players adopts the role of an investigator, gathering information to build a hypothesis for a given problem. S/he is confronted with various forms of influence, which are going to have an impact on his/her judgment. The other player personify the game leader, played by the other player, who is going to control the investigator access to information. S/he has access to multiple game variables useful to induce overconfidence in the other player's judgment (see below). After playing a sufficient number of levels in the same role (to be sure that the evaluation of the player's behavior is correct), the players exchange their roles: the game leader becomes the investigator, and reciprocally. By experimenting with these two gameplays, the player puts its own actions into perspective in order to understand how s/he made a decision.
3 Pre-condition: guiding the player's judgment
Variables to orient the player's confidence
The overconfidence effect has been studied in economic and financial fields as a critical behavior of decision-makers [10] . It impacts our judgment of both our own knowledge and skills and those of others [11, 12] . Overconfidence can be explained as a consequence of a person's use of heuristics such as availability and anchoring (defined in Section 3) [13, 12] . Overconfidence is also commonly observed in player behaviors. In a card game, for example, beginners as well as experts can be overconfident with regard both to performance and play outcomes [14] . If we want to induce this behavior, the player's judgment has to be driven in a given direction. As a consequence, game mechanics must be related to expressions or sources of overconfidence in human behavior [15] . Then, based on game design methods for directing the behavior of the player [3, 16] , we derived game mechanics that can be used to produce the overconfidence effect. Figure 1 presents some mechanics examples according to three major expressions of the overconfidence effect.
Core gameplay
At the beginning of the level, the game leader introduces a case to the other player, the investigator. The investigator's mission is to find the culprit: s/he is driven through the level to a sequence of places where his/her is able to get new clues about the case, mainly by questioning non-playable characters. But the investigator is allowed to perform a limited number of actions during a level, losing one each time s/he gets a new clue. Thus, the investigator is pushed to solve the case as fast as possible. The game leader is presented as the assistant of the investigator, but his/her real role is ambiguous: maybe s/he is trying to help the investigator, or maybe s/he has to push the investigator on the wrong track. This doubt is required to avoid biasing the investigator's judgment about the nature of the influence which target him/her. The investigator should not easily guess what the game leader is really doing, and should stay in a context of judgment in uncertainty. If this is not the case, the measure of the confidence of the player may be distorted. After several levels (several cases), the investigator
Difficulty Anchoring Confirmation
Definition A decision-maker can be overconfident if s/he thinks that the task is too easy or too difficult [13, 17] .
Estimations are based on an anchor, a specific value they will easily memorize. The adjustments will be too far narrowed down towards this value to give an appropriate estimation. Anchor bias can induce overconfidence when evaluating an item or an hypothesis [18, 12] .
Confirmation bias reveals the fact that decision-makers often seek evidences that confirm their hypothesis, denying other evidences that may refute them [19, 12] .
Mechanic example 1
Setting up sensitive difficulty by restricting the player's exploration in time and space.
The game designer chooses a specific piece of information to use as an anchor. In order for it to be clear to the player that s/he has to use it the information must be important to the case.
The game designer classifies each piece of evidence according to how they support the investigation's solution and each of the red herrings.
Mechanic example 2
Setting up logical difficulty using puzzle game design, the intrinsic formal complexity of which can be controlled via given patterns and parameters.
In order to compare its impact on player judgment the game leader sets the anchor at different points and times in the game.
During the game, when giving evidence to the player, the game leader must give priority to evidence that favors a specific red herring. becomes the new game leader, and vice versa. To win, the investigator must find the probable solution of a case depending on the clues s/he might have seen, associated with a realistic measure of his/her confidence. At the opposite, the game leader wins if s/he has induced overconfidence in the investigator's judgment, and if the latter didn't discover the game leader role.
4 Post-condition: measuring the player's behavior
Evaluation of the player's confidence
Two kinds of evaluations are used to assess the effectiveness of a serious game based on our role-switching model. The first ones focuses on the player's judgment through the evaluation of his/her confidence. Measurements of the investigator's overconfidence are based on credence calculation, which is used in overconfidence measurement studies [17] . This score assesses the players' ability to evaluate the quality of their decision rather than assessing the value of the decision itself. Variations of this score from one game session to an other can show the evolution of the players' confidence regarding their decision-making process. After playing, players must fill out a questionnaire survey in order to give a more precise evaluation of their progression and confidence [20] .
Evaluation of the player's reflexivity
The second evaluations highlight the players' ability to assess their self-efficacy in terms of problem solving. Judgment calibration may engage the decision-maker in a reflexive posture on his/her ability to judge the quality of his/her decision that the overconfidence effect may bias [21] . But it is not enough for a long-lasting understanding of the behavior [22] . Therefore, in order to extend its effects, we design a re-playable game which can be experienced repeatedly within one or various training sessions. The role-switching mechanic allows the player to engage in a self-monitoring activity, by observing the behavior of other players and by experimenting on them. After several levels from this perspective, the player discerns how the investigator develops overconfidence, or tries to reduce it. Then the player resumes his/her first role and starts by giving new self-evaluations. This time, the player should give a more realistic assessment of his/her ability to solve the case. The variation of the players calibration score can give us a precise measure of the evolution of their behavior, and by extension, of their understanding on how they make a decision in the game. Figure 2 presents the range of possible player behaviors that we can expect.
Not confident Very confident
The solution of the case given by the player is improbable
The player is aware of the weakness of his/her reasoning. Well calibrated Score multiplied
The player was too quick in his/her reasoning (and s/he has failed to seen the limits). S/he made a mistake in his/her reasoning. Uncalibrated Player loses his points The solution of the case given by the player is probable
The player was too quick in his/her reasoning (and s/he realizes this). S/he is correct, but has no confidence in his/her reasoning.
Uncalibrated Player loses his points
The player is correct as well as confident in his/her reasoning.
Well calibrated Score multiplied 
Conclusion and future works
This paper proposed a game design methodology for building serious games and the way of use to let the players gain a better appreciation of how they make a decision. This methodology is based on the heuristic approach to the analysis of human judgment as well as game design research that relates to decision-making and reflexivity. We then proposed rules and game mechanics designed to induce and control the overconfidence effect and to encourage the players' reflexivity regarding their decision-making. Finally, we introduced the idea of tools for measuring both the players' reflexivity and the effectiveness of the game itself. This methodology is currently being used to develop a prototype of the serious game, which will be evaluated in training courses at the Management & Society School of the National Conservatory of Arts and Crafts 1 . The prototype will be able to verify the proper functioning of the role-switching mechanic, its impact and its durability on the player's behavior.
